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Abstract23

Lymph node (LN) metastasis is one of the most malignant clinical features in patients24

with cervical cancer (CCa). Understanding the mechanism of lymph node metastasis25

will provide treatment strategies for patients with CCa. Circular RNAs (circRNA)26

play a critical role in the development of human cancers. However, the role and27

mechanism of circRNAs in lymph node metastasis remain largely unknown. Here, it28

is reported that loss expression of circRNA circVPRBP was closely associated with29

LN metastasis and poor survival of CCa patients. In vitro and in vivo assays showed30

that circVPRBP overexpression notably inhibited lymphangiogenesis and LN31

metastasis, whereas RfxCas13d mediated silencing of circVPRBP promoted32

lymphangiogenesis and the ability of the cervical cancer cells to metastasize to the33

LNs. Mechanistically, circVPRBP could bind to RACK1 and shield the S122 O-34

GlcNAcylation site to promote RACK1 degradation, resulting in inhibition of35

Galectin-1 mediated lymphangiogenesis and LN metastasis in CCa. Taken together,36

the results demonstrate that circVPRBP is a potential prognostic biomarker and a37

novel therapeutic target for LN metastasis in CCa patients.38
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Introduction45

Cervical cancer (CCa) is the fourth most common female malignancy worldwide[1].46

One of the main hitches of low therapeutic efficacy is that CCa patients often develop47

lymph node (LN) metastasis even in the early stage[2, 3]. CCa patients with multi-48

nodal metastasis show particularly low benefits from surgery and radiotherapy, and49

the 5-year-survival rate of CCa patients could decrease from 95% to 33.3% once upon50

lymphatic spread occurance[3]. Pelvic LN metastasis as a critical independent51

prognostic factor, is one of the leading causes of cervical cancer death[4]. With52

mounting evidence that the lymph nodes are foothold for further tumor53

dissemination[5, 6], elucidating the mechanisms underlying LN metastasis in CCa is54

of paramount importance.55

LN metastasis is a multi-process and complicated biology event containing both56

lymphangiogenesis in primary tumor and invasiveness of tumor cells, which finally57

favour entry of tumor cells into the lymphatic vasculature[7]. Lymphangiogenesis is58

an important initial step and essential event during cancer cells lymphatic metastasis[8,59

9]. Cervical cancer cells could enhance the remodeling of lymphatic vessels by60

secreting pro-lymphangiogenic growth factors, such as the VEGF-C[10] and Galectin-61

1[11]. In the meantime, cervical cancer cells somehow acquire the driving force to62

erode the extracellular matrix and the motility to extravasate into the new developed63

lymphatic vessels[12]. However, it is not currently clear how to effectively prevent64

the formation of lymphangiogenesis and inhibit the invasiveness of cervical cancer65

cells.66
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O-linked β-N-acetylglucosamine (O-GlcNAc) is a dynamic post-translational67

modification on serine or threonine residues of proteins, catalyzed by O-GlcNAc68

transferase (OGT)[13]. O-linked β-N-acetylglucosaminylation (O-GlcNAcylation)69

regulates the activities of a wide range of proteins involved in cancer-relevant70

processes[14-16]. Nevertheless, little is currently known about the specific roles of O-71

GlcNAcylation modification in LN metastasis of cancer cells. The receptor for72

activated C-kinase 1 (RACK1) is a member of the Trp-Asp repeat protein family, and73

it has been widely accepted as a multifaceted scaffolding protein involved in different74

biological events in cancer progression, such as cell migration and angiogenesis via75

interaction with different partners[17-19]. It has been reported that RACK1 could76

participate in the lymphangiogenesis and LN metastasis of cervical cancer in a77

galectin-1-dependent manner[11], suggesting that targeting RACK1 may be a78

promising strategy. Meanwhile, biochemical studies have established that O-79

GlcNAcylation modifications of RACK1 can regulate its stability, thus promoting80

hepatohepatocellular carcinogenesis[20]. Unveiling the molecular mechanism81

underlying RACK1 expression or its O-GlcNAcylation will hopefully open new82

avenues to prevent or overcome nodal metastasis of cervical cancer. However, it is83

unclear how this regulation occurs in cervical cancer.84

Circular RNAs (circRNAs) are generated from back-splicing of pre-mRNAs to85

form covalently closed transcripts[21, 22]. CircRNA expression is not only conserved86

very well among species, but also highly cell-type and tissue specific[23]. In addition,87

circRNAs are more stable than related linear mRNAs. Accumulating evidence88
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indicates that circRNAs may involve in the progression of many cancers, including89

breast cancer[24], glioblastoma[25], cervical cancer[26], et.al. We have previously90

reported that circular RNA hsa_circ_0043280 could inhibit cervical cancer LN91

metastasis through miR-203a-3p/PAQR3 axis[27]. Circular RNAs could function as92

miRNAs sponge or protein scaffold which led to the regulation of genes expression93

involved in CCa progression[28-30]. Of note, the specificity of RACK1 interaction94

with circRNAs is expected for at least some of its regulation and biological function95

in cancer cells, which require further studies. Moreover, the biological functions and96

clinical significance of circRNAs in nodal metastasis of CCa remain largely unknown,97

warranting further exploration.98

In this work, we uncover a new regulatory mechanism of nodal metastasis in CCa.99

We report a novel circRNA, circVPRBP, which was significantly downregulated in100

nodal metastatic CCa tissues and cell lines. Low expression of circVPRBP was101

closely associated with tumor size, LN metastasis, lymphovascular space invasion102

(LVSI) and poor survival of CCa patients. Subsequently, we demonstrated that103

overexpression circVPRBP markedly inhibited the nodal metastasis and104

lymphangiogenesis of CCa in vivo and in vitro. Mechanistically, circVPRBP could105

bind to RACK1 and shield a S122 O-GlcNAcylation site to promote RACK1106

degradation. Therefore, our finding revealed that circVPRBP might be a potential107

prognostic biomarker and a novel therapeutic target for LN metastasis in CCa patients.108

Results109

CircVPRBP expression is downregulated during CCa LN metastasis110

file:///C:/%E8%BD%AF%E4%BB%B6/Youdao/Dict/8.8.0.0/resultui/html/index.html
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Our previous study has identified circVPRBP (hsa_circ_0065898) as a 367-base111

circRNA down-regulated in CCa[27], as sanger sequence showed the back splicing112

site of the circVPRBP (Fig. 1A). To explore the function of circVPRBP in CCa, we113

began by examining its expression in CCa cell lines by quantitative real-time114

polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) with divergent primers. We found that115

circVPRBP had a decreased expression in CCa cell lines relative to normal cervix cell116

line H8. Moreover, circVPRBP was more abundant in primary tumor derived cell117

lines HeLa, HeLa229, SiHa, C33A cells than metastatic lymph node derived cell lines118

HT-3 and MS751 (Fig. 1B). Consistent with this trend, in a cohort of fresh-frozen119

CCa patient samples, circVPRBP level was significantly lower in the tumor samples120

than in non-tumor tissues. Moreover, we observed progressive loss of circVPRBP121

expression in lymph node metastatic samples (Fig. 1C).122

Then we expanded our survey in another cohort of CCa samples (n = 94) through123

RNA in situ hybridization on primary tumor slices. Intriguingly, we observed that loss124

of circVPRBP expression was more common in primary tumors with LN metastasis125

(Fig. 1D). Intriguingly, LYVE-1 staining showed that the number of lymphatic vessels126

was robustly increased in intratumoal and peritumoral areas of CCa with low127

circVPRBP expression (Fig. 1E, F), suggesting that circVPRBP may play a vital role128

in lymphangiogenesis and LN metastasis in cervical cancer.129

Within the primary CCa samples, circVPRBP loss was associated with prognostic130

clinical factors, including tumor size (P = 0.023), lymphovascular space invasion (P =131

0.020), and LN metastasis (P = 0.014), but not with age at diagnosis, pathologic types,132
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differentiation, et,al (Supplementary Table S1). Furthermore, Kaplan-Meier survival133

curves and log-rank test analyses showed that low abundance of circVPRBP in these134

samples associated with shorter overall survival (OS) and disease free survival (DFS)135

(Fig. 1G, H). In addition, univariate and multivariate analysis suggested that136

circVPRBP expression (95% CI: 0.040-0.825; P = 0.027), tumor size (95% CI: 1.798-137

13.293; P = 0.002), lymphovascular space invasion (95% CI: 1.271-9.398; P = 0.015)138

and LN metastasis (95% CI: 1.327-9.285; P = 0.011) were independent prognostic for139

OS of cervical cancer patients. Similarly, circVPRBP expression (95% CI: 0.068-140

0.829; P = 0.024), tumor size (95% CI: 1.752-10.777; P = 0.002), lymphovascular141

space invasion (95% CI: 1.559-9.890; P = 0.004) and LN metastasis (95% CI: 1.305-142

7.369; P = 0.010) were independent prognostic for DFS of cervical cancer patients143

(Supplementary Table S2, S3). Collectively, our data show that circVPRBP144

expression is reduced in CCa, and its loss associates with LN metastasis and patient145

outcomes. These results suggest that circVPRBP loss may contribute to CCa LN146

metastasis, and its expression may have prognostic value for CCa patients.147

Characterization of circVPRBP in CCa cells148

We designed divergent primers for circVPRBP and convergent primers for VPRBP149

and circular form of circVPRBP could only be amplified in cDNA but not in gDNA150

(Fig. S1A). Meanwhile, we found that circVPRBP expression level was more stable151

than VPRBP mRNA after Actinomycin D treatment at indicated several time points152

(Fig. S1B). Since circular RNAs don’t have 3’ poly adenylated tail, we used oligo dT153

primers or random primers to make reverse transcript products from SiHa and MS751154
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cells and then detect circVPRBP expression, and circVPRBP was undetectable in155

oligo dT reverse transcripted cDNA but existed in random primers treated products156

(Fig. S1C), and circVPRBP could still be detected after RNase R treatment which157

could digest linear RNA (Fig. S1D).158

CircVPRBP inhibits LN metastasis of CCa in vivo159

According to circVPRBP expression in cervical cancer cell lines (Figure 1B), the160

SiHa/luc and MS751 cell line were selected for overexpression of circVPRBP (Fig.161

2A, B). To specifically and effectively silence circVPRBP, we used RfxCas13-gRNA162

mediated circRNA knockdown system and successfully silenced circVPRBP163

expression in SiHa/luc and HeLa cells. (Fig. 2C, D). Transwell assay showed that164

circVPRBP overexpression could abolish the invasiveness of CCa cells and165

knockdown circVPRBP effectively promoted the invasion ability (Fig. 2E, F),166

suggesting circVPRBP could repress tumor metastasis.167

To investigate the impact of circVPRBP on LN metastasis of cervical cancer, an in168

vivo nude mouse LN metastasis model was employed (Fig. 3A), which simulates the169

directional drainage and metastasis of lymph nodes of cervical cancer. The CCa cells170

were implanted into the footpads of nude mice, when the control tumors reached the171

same size as the experimental tumors, the popliteal and inguinal lymph nodes were172

removed and analysed. Strikingly, circVPRBP overexpression notably inhibited LN173

metastasis. Conversely, silencing circVPRBP promoted the ability of the cervical174

cancer cells to metastasize to the LNs (Fig. 3B). The volumes of the popliteal and175

inguinal LNs were smaller in the circVPRBP tumor group than in the control group,176
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whereas the volumes of the LNs were significantly larger in the gRNA-circVPRBP177

group than in the control group (Fig. 3C-E, Fig. S2A, B). Immunostaining of pan-178

cytokeratin confirmed that forced expression of circVPRBP significantly repressed179

the lymphatic metastatic ability of cervical cancer cells and ablation of circVPRBP180

augmented LN metastasis (Fig. 3F, G, Fig. S2C, D). Together, these findings suggest181

that circVPRBP could inhibit LN metastasis of cervical cancer in vivo.182

CircVPRBP represses lymphangiogenesis in vivo and in vitro183

Lymphangiogenesis is functionally important in LN metastasis which has led to the184

idea that blocking them, by targeting lymphangiogenic signalling pathways, might be185

a useful therapeutic strategy to restrict metastatic spread[31]. Since circVPRBP was186

negatively correlate with LVSI and lymphatic vessel density in primary tumors, we187

employed experiments to explore whether circVPRBP influenced lymphangiogenesis.188

To test the possibility, immunohistochemistry (IHC) analyses using an antibody to a189

lymphatic marker, LYVE-1, were performed to quantify of intratumoral and190

peritumoral lymphatic vessels in the primary tumors. It turned out that the LYVE-1191

positive vessels significantly declined in the mice bearing circVPRBP overexpression192

cells and increased in the mice innoculated with circVPRBP ablation cells (Fig. 4A,193

B), indicating that circVPRBP inhibited lymphangiogenesis in vivo. To further194

elaborate the functional impact of circVPRBP on lymphangiogenesis in vitro, we195

pursued tube formation assay. Expectedly, conditioned medium derived from196

circVPRBP over-expressed SiHa and MS751 cells obviously restrained tube197

formation by human lymphatic endothelial cells (HLECs), whereas loss of198
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circVPRBP remarkablely increased the HLECs tube formation capbility (Fig. 4C, D).199

Tumorigenicity is a major factor correlated with lymphangiogenesis and LN200

metastasis in various solid tumors. Therefore, we investigated the tumorigenic effect201

of circVPRBP in CCa. Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8), colony formation assays and202

EdU proliferation assays revealed that circVPRBP overexpression decreased203

proliferation and colony formation in CCa cells. Conversely, circVPRBP knockdown204

yielded the opposite effect on proliferation and colony formation (Fig. 5A-H). Then,205

we constructed a subcutaneous xenograft model to evaluate the tumorigenic capacity206

of circVPRBP in vivo. Our results indicated that circVPRBP overexpression207

decreased the tumor growth of CCa (Fig. 5I). Moreover, tumors in the circVPRBP208

overexpression group were of lower weight and size than those in the control group209

(Fig. 5J-O). Take together, these results support the fact that circVPRBP could inhibit210

lymphangiogenesis in cervical cancer.211

CircVPRBP interacts with RACK1 to inhibit RACK1 protein expression212

To observe cellular localization of the circVPRBP, we conducted qRT-PCR analysis213

for nuclear and cytoplasmic circVPRBP. Results showed that circVPRBP mainly214

located in the cytoplasm (Fig. S3A, B). To gain mechanistic insights, we performed215

Tagged RNA affinity purification (TRAP) assay using MS2-labeled circVPRBP as216

bait to identify circVPRBP-interacting proteins in HeLa cells, an evident band with a217

molecular weight between 35 and 40 kDa was subjected to mass spectrometry (MS),218

which highlighted RACK1, a member of the Trp-Asp repeat protein family (Fig. 6A,219

B). We confirmed circVPRBP could interact with endogenous RACK1 in CCa cells220
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through TRAP-western blotting and RNA immunoprecipitation (RIP) assays (Fig. 6C,221

D). Besides, fluorescence colocalization results showed that circVPRBP and RACK1222

protein colocalize in the cytoplasm of SiHa and HeLa cells (Fig. 6E and Fig. S3C).223

Moreover, RNA pull-down and using various truncated constructs of circVPRBP224

molecules revealed that the RACK1 proteins intensively interacted with segment 122-225

182 nt of circVPRBP (Fig. 6F, G). Indeed, overexpressing circVPRBP hardly affected226

the mRNA expression of RACK1, whereas markedly decreased RACK1 protein227

levels (Fig. S3D and Fig. 6H). By contrast, silencing circVPRBP significantly228

provoked the protein level rather than the mRNA level of RACK1 (Fig. S3E and Fig.229

6H). We also found that overexpressing circVPRBP could suppress pAKT and pFAK230

expression, and abolished Galectin-1 production of CCa cells in both protein and231

mRNA levels, which could explain circVPRBP induced lymphangiogenesis inhibition,232

whereas knockdown of circVPRBP had the opposite trend (Fig. 6I-K). Together, these233

results show that circVPRBP could bind RACK1 and downregulate RACK1 protein234

expression.235

CircVPRBP destabilizes RACK1 by impeding a S122 O-GlcNAcylation site236

To explore whether circVPRBP induced RACK1 downregulation through237

proteasome mediated protein degradation, we then used proteasome inhibitor MG132238

to treat CCa cells before circVPRBP overexpression or ablation. Overexpressing or239

silencing circVPRBP hardly changed RACK1 protein levels when proteasome-240

mediated protein degradation was blocked by MG132 treatment (Fig. 7A, B).241

Moreover, overexpressing circVPRBP accelerated the degradation of RACK1 proteins,242
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while silencing circVPRBP significantly extended protein half-life of RACK1 (Fig.243

7C). Furthermore, overexpression of circVPRBP caused remarkable increase of244

polyubiquitination of RACK1 proteins in SiHa and MS751 cells (Fig. 7D), supporting245

the fact that circVPRBP could bind and destablize RACK1 in CCa cells.246

Previous literatures have revealed that O-GlcNAcylation modification can247

influence the stability of RACK1[20], so we wondered whether circVPRBP could248

affect O-GlcNAcylation of RACK1. Strinkingly, immunoprecipitation analysis was249

performed and revealed that overexpression of circVPRBP dramatically reduced the250

O-GlcNAcylation(RL2) modification level of RACK1, and reduced binding between251

O-linked N-acetylglucosamine transferase (OGT) and RACK1 (Fig. 7E). Meanwhile,252

silencing of circVPRBP increased RACK1 O-GlcNAcylation modification and253

conjunction with OGT (Fig. 7F). Moreover, we mutated the S122 O-GlcNAcylation254

sites of RACK1 and then co-transfected the S122A mutant variants together with255

Vector or circVPRBP plasmids in 293T cells. Reconciling with our present findings,256

S122A mutation lost the circVPRBP-promoted RACK1 degradation, while there was257

significant difference in the extent of degradation upon the wild type (WT) RACK1258

(Fig. 7G). Taken together, these results demonstrate that circVPRBP could mediate259

RACK1 degradation via blocking S122 O-GlcNAcylation site of RACK1.260

CircVPRBP represses nodal metastasis of CCa in a RACK1-dependant manner261

Next, we performed a range of rescue assays to investigate whether circVPRBP262

suppressed the lymphatic metastasis of CCa cells in a RACK1-dependent manner.263

Using a Tet-on inducible system in CCa cells, addition of doxycycline (Dox) could264
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induce RACK1 expression in Vector or circVPRBP overexpression cells (Fig. 8A).265

We performed another set of xenograft popliteal node metastasis model to further266

investigate the role of circVPRBP and RACK1 in nodal metastasis of CCa. The267

results provide direct evidence that Dox-induced RACK1 reversed circVPRBP268

mediated nodal metastatic suppression, thus reconciling with the concept that269

blocking RACK1 degradation could be pivotal in CCa lymphatic metastasis (Fig. 8B).270

We observed that the volume of the popliteal lymph nodes was significantly smaller271

in the circVPRBP overexpression group than that in the control group, and that the272

Dox-induced RACK1 groups showed a greater nodal volume than that in the both273

Vector and circVPRBP overexpression group (Fig. 8C). The immunostaining of274

cytokeratin confirmed that circVPRBP overexpression led to a significant inhibition275

in the metastatic capability of CCa cells to the popliteal lymph nodes and that the276

Dox-induced RACK1 rescued this trend, as determined by quantifying the number of277

metastatic lymph nodes (Fig. 8D, E). Furthermore, Dox-induced RACK1 greatly278

reversed the repressing effect of circVPRBP on lymphangiogenesis in vivo and in279

vitro (Fig. 8F-I). Taken together, these results support the fact that circVPRBP do280

inhibit CCa nodal metastasis and lymphangiogenesis through participating in RACK1281

degradation.282

Since we have investigated the suppressive role of circVPRBP on tumor growth283

before, we pursued an in vivo subcutaneous xenograft model to see whether RACK1284

was important for the potent anti-proliferative role of circVPRBP in CCa cells. Our285

results indicated that the overexpression of circVPRBP led to the inhibition in tumor286
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growth, while the Dox-induced RACK1 reversed the inhibition of tumor growth287

caused by the overexpression of circVPRBP (Fig. 9A). Moreover, the RACK1 could288

rescue tumor weight and size respectively; these parameters were both suppressed by289

the overexpression of circVPRBP (Fig. 9B, C). Reconciling with our in vivo assay290

findings, the Dox-induced RACK1 could abrogate the effects of circVPRBP on the291

suppression of cell proliferation ability in vitro, as determined by colony formation292

and EdU assays (Fig. 9D-G).293

Meanwhile, the overexpression of RACK1 was shown to rescue the inhibition of294

invasion in SiHa and MS751 cells that overexpressed circVPRBP (Fig. 9H, I).295

Similarly, overexpression of RACK1 following the overexpression of circVPRBP led296

to increased levels of Galectin-1, pAKT and pFAK expression in SiHa and MS751297

cells (Fig. 9J). Importantly, negative correlations between low circVPRBP expression298

and high RACK1 expression were consistently found in our collected CCa patients299

cohort (Fig. 9K). Collectively, our results strongly suggest that circVPRBP inhibits300

CCa LN metastasis through promoting degradation of RACK1.301

Discussion302

Nowadays, a large class of circRNAs have been identified by high-throughput303

sequencing and bioinformatics analysis. With the increasing awareness of circRNAs304

in recent years, researchers have realized the potential role of circRNAs in many305

critical process of cancer progression[32-34]. However, the functions of circRNAs in306

CCa remain largely unclear. In our study, we first identified a circRNA, circVPRBP,307

played an important suppressive role in the progression of CCa. Subsequently, we308
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demonstrated that circVPRBP was downregulated in cervical cancer tissues and cell309

lines compared with normal cervix tissues and cells. Moreover, our data showed that310

that circVPRBP downexpression markedly correlated with poor survival, tumor size,311

LN metastasis and LVSI. Meanwhile, there has a remarkably negative correlation312

between circVPRBP expression and micro-lymphatic vessels density in primary CCa313

tissues. Moreover, circVPRBP expression was an independent prognostic factors for314

OS and DFS of CCa patients in our cohort, highlighting its applicability as a novel315

promising prognostic biomarker for cervical cancer.316

LN metastasis confers a poor prognosis on cervical cancer patients and lacks317

effective treatment in the clinic. A better understanding of the molecular mechanisms318

underlying LN metastasis may assist in identifying patients at high risk for survival319

and providing effective clinical intervention to cervical cancer. However, little320

attention has been paid to the understanding why cervical cancers are generally more321

prone to metastasize to lymph node. Therefore, elucidation of the molecular322

mechanisms underlying lymphatic metastasis may provide therapeutic strategies for323

cervical cancer patients with LN metastasis. However, the precise mechanism is324

largely unknown. Herein, we investigated the crucial role of circRNA in repressing325

nodal metastasis, thus providing new insight into the interaction of circRNA and326

metastasis. We observed circVPRBP overexpression notably inhibited327

lymphangiogenesis and LN metastasis in xenograft lymph node metastasis animal328

model. Conversely, RfxCas13d induced silencing of circVPRBP promoted329

lymphangiogenesis and the ability of the cervical cancer cells to metastasize to the330
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LNs in vivo. Therefore, we have reason to believe that low circVPRBP expression331

supplies a favorable condition for cervical cancer associated LN metastasis.332

RACK1 is a highly conserved intracellular adaptor protein that serve as binding sites333

for multiple interaction partners, and it acts as a scaffolding protein, making it a key334

mediator of various pathways that contribute to almost every aspect of cellular335

function[35-37]. Previous studies have highlighted its pivotal function in the cancer336

related cell biology, and its expression is altered during LN metastasis in cervical337

cancer[11, 36, 38]. Thus, RACK1 is considered to be a crucial factor affecting the338

development of cancer. In this study, through TRAP assay, we found that circVPRBP339

could bind RACK1 and promote its proteasome mediated degradation in CCa cells.340

Meanwhile, the Galectin-1, pAKT and pFAK signaling, which could be regulated by341

RACK1, had a significant down-regulation upon circVPRBP overexpression.342

Furthermore, rescue experiments supported the fact that circVPRBP abolished the LN343

metastasis of cervical cancer depending on the RACK1 destabilization. These344

findings highlighted the suppressive role of the circVPRBP-RACK1 regulatory axis in345

the progress of lymphatic metastasis in cervical cancer.346

Another important finding in the present study was that we firstly verified a circRNA347

could influence RACK1 O-GlcNAcylation. It has been reported that O-348

GlcNAcylation of RACK1 at the amino acid serine122 could promote its stability,349

thus driving the tumorigenesis of hepatocellular carcinoma[20, 39] and cervical350

cancer[11, 40] progression. Since RACK1 has the potential to be a theraputic target in351

cervical cancer LN metastasis, it is pivotal to reach a method accurately shielding O-352
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GlcNAcylation site of RACK1 to destroy its stabilization. In this study, we explored353

the influence of circVPRBP on O-GlcNAcylation of RACK1, and the results354

supported the fact that circVPRBP could impede RACK1 binding with O-linked N-355

acetylglucosamine transferase (OGT), thereby followed by a decrease of RACK1 O-356

GlcNAcylation and RACK1 degradation. Reconciling with our present findings, a357

recent research reported that a novel antiviral lncRNA EDAL could block the T309 O-358

GlcNAcylation site of EZH2 to promote EZH2 lysosomal degradation[41]. Here, we359

identified a new concrete regulatory mechanism of decreased RACK1 O-360

GlcNAcylation by circVPRBP during cervical cancer LN metastasis， suggesting a361

promising role of circVPRBP on translational applications for the currently limited362

treatment of cervical cancer nodal metastasis. Of particular note, these findings reveal363

that the circRNA mediated protein post-translational modification regulation will be a364

novel breakthrough in exploring the mechanism of LN metastasis.365

In conclusion, circVPRBP inhibits lymphangiogenesis and lymph node metastasis366

through shielding the S122 O-GlcNAcylation site induced RACK1 degradation (Fig.367

10). Thus, our findings provide new insights into the mechanism of LN metastasis of368

cervical cancer and add a promising new target for the development of novel anti-369

lymphatic metastasis therapeutics.370

371

372

Materials and methods373

Cell culture374
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In this study, we used seven cervical cancer cell lines, including SiHa, HeLa,375

MS751, C33A, HeLa229, HT-3 and a normal cervical cell H8, all from ATCC and376

cultured in a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2 at 37℃. Human lymphatic377

endothelial cells (HLECs) were obtained from ScienCell Research Laboratories and378

cultured in the ECM (ScienCell, CA). All CCa cell lines were cultured in DMEM with379

10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco, USA) and 0.5% penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco,380

China). Cells were cultured in a humid atmosphere with 5% CO2 at 37℃. In 2020, all381

of the cell lines used were tested for authenticity by short tandem repeat (STR)382

genotyping; the cell lines were also screened for mycoplasma contamination (e-Myco383

Mycoplasma PCR Detection Kit; iNtRON).384

Clinical specimens385

We obtained 94 fresh cervical cancer (FIGO Stage Ia2, Ib1, Ib2, IIa1 and IIa2）386

tissues between January 2011 and January 2015 from the First Affiliated Hospital of387

Sun Yat-sen University (Guangzhou, China). Normal cervical tissues were obtained388

from the patients who underwent surgery with uterine myoma only. None of the389

patients were exposed to neoadjuvant therapy before surgery. The specimens were390

immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen at the time of operation and stored at -80℃391

until later use. This study was approved by the Ethical Review Committee of the First392

Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat-sen University for the use of these clinical materials for393

research purposes. All Patients’ samples were obtained according to the Declaration of394

Helsinki and each patient signed a written informed consent for all the procedures.395

RNA and gDNA extraction, cytoplasmic and nuclear RNA isolation396
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Total RNAs were extracted from cells or tissues using the SteadyPure Universal397

RNA Extraction Kit (Accurate Biotechnology (Hunan)Co., Ltd., China) in accordance398

with the manufacturer’s instructions. gDNA was extracted using the Fastpure399

Cell/Tissue DNA Isolation Mini Kit (Vazyme, China). Nuclear and cytoplasmic400

fractions were isolated using a PARIS Kit (Ambion, Life Technologies, USA). RNA401

extracted from each of the fractions was analyzed by qRT-PCR to determine the levels402

of nuclear control transcript (U6), cytoplasmic control transcript (GAPDH, Cdr1as),403

and circVPRBP.404

qRT-PCR, RT-PCR, gel electrophoresis, immunohistochemistry (IHC), western405

blotting406

qRT-PCR, RT-PCR, gel electrophoresis, IHC, western blotting, and HE staining,407

were performed as described previously[5, 27, 42]. The primary antibodies used in408

this study are given in Supplementary Table S4. All primers were synthesized by409

GENEWIZ (Suzhou, China) and primer sequences are given in Supplementary Table410

S5. Immunostained tissue sections were observed under an optical microscope (Leica,411

DMI6B, Germany).412

RNase R treatment and Actinomycin D assay413

For RNase R treatment experiment, total RNA was extracted and incubated with414

RNase R (Epicenter Technologies, USA) at 37 °C for 30 min. For actinomycin D415

assay, cells were incubated with 2 mg/L actinomycin D (Sigma, USA) for 4, 8, 12 and416

24 h. Subsequently, the cells were harvested and extracted RNA at the indicated time.417
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The stability of circVPRBP and its linear transcript VPRBP was measured by qRT-418

PCR. Every independent experiment was performed in triplicate.419

Plasmid construction and transfection, Lentivirus production and transduction420

In order to overexpress circVPRBP ectopically, we cloned the full length of421

circTADA2A-13 cDNA into the lentiviral pLC5-Puro vector. For generation of422

RfxCas13d-expressed stable cell lines, p23-NES-RfxCas13d-msfGFP-Flag vector423

(Addgene #165076) was infected into SiHa and HeLa cells by lentivirus for stable cell424

line generation. To construct gRNA expression vectors, DNA sequences for gRNAs425

were synthesized and cloned into pLKO.1-TRC containing direct repeats of each426

corresponding Cas13. RACK1 S122A mutant plasmid was synthesized by GENEWIZ427

(Suzhou, China). To generate Dox-inducible RACK1 cell lines, cell lines were428

infected with lentivirus encoding pLVX-TetOne-RACK1-puro, and then selected with429

puromycin (2 μg/ml) for 5 days. Doxycycline hyclate (D9891; Sigma, St. Louis, MO,430

USA) was dissolved in ddH2O (2 mg/ml) (in vivo experiment) or added to culture431

medium at final concentration of 10 µg/ml in order to induce overexpression of the432

RACK1. Plasmid transfection was carried out using X-tremeGENE HP DNA433

Transfection Reagent (Roche, Germany) according to manufacturer’s protocols. For434

the production of lentiviral particles, lentiX-293T cells were cultured to reach 70%435

confluence in a 10 cm dish and then cotransfected with an expression vector of436

interest (10 μg), the psPAX2 vector (7.5 μg) and the pMD2.G vector (2.5 μg). To437

collect viral particles, the supernatant of cultured lentiX-293T cells was passed438

through Millipore Millex-GP Filter Unit with 0.45 μm pore size, individually at 48h439
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and 72h after transfection. The viral particles were enriched by Lenti-Concentin Virus440

Precipitation Solution (ExCell Bio) and then resuspended with 1ml PBS containing441

0.1% BSA. Cells were infected with the packaged lentivirus and selected with 2442

mg/ml of puromycin for 5 days.443

Cell proliferation assay444

CCK8 and Colony formation assays were performed as previously described[43].445

EdU assay was performed by Cell-Light EdU Apollo567 In Vitro Kit (Ribobio, China)446

according to the manufacture’s protocol.447

Transwell assays and HLECs tube formation assay448

For Transwell assays, 50,000 cells were seeded into the upper chamber (Falcon)449

pre-coated with matrigel (BD, USA) with culture medium but devoid of FBS, while450

the lower chamber was 500μl complete medium. After 48h, the cells on the lower451

surface of the chamber were fixed and then stained. The numbers of migrated cells452

were counted under microscope. For HLECs tube formation assay, 10,000 HLECs453

were seeded into 48-well plates (pre-coated with matrigel) containing cell cultre454

medium and incubated for 10 h. Tube formation was quantified by measuring the total455

length of tube structures or the number of branch sites/nodes in 3 random fields.456

CircRNA in situ hybridization (ISH)457

Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissues were then stained for circVPRBP by in458

situ hybridization, as previously described.[27] A biotinylated ISH probe was459

designed by Synbio Tech (Suzhou, China) for hybridization with circVPRBP and460

signals from the hybridized probes were detected. Staining scores were determined by461
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considering the intensity and proportion of positive cells in five random fields on each462

tissue section. Scores representing the proportion of positively stained tumor cells in463

each section were graded as follows: 0, no positive cells; 1, <10% positive cells; 2,464

10%-50% positive cells; and 3, >50% positive cells. The staining intensity was465

recorded as 0 (no staining), 1 (weak staining), 2 (moderate staining), and 3 (strong466

staining). The staining index (SI) was calculated as follows: SI = staining intensity ×467

proportion of positively stained cells; this resulted in scores ranging from 0 to 9.468

Individual samples were evaluated by two pathologists in a blinded manner, and469

expression scores of less than or equal to 4 were defined as low expression; samples470

that were graded as > 4 were defined as high expression. For FISH assay, the cy3-471

labelled circVPRBP probe was designed and synthesized by Geneseed (Guangzhou,472

China). Sequences of probes were shown in Supplementary Table S5.473

Tagged RNA affinity purification (TRAP) assay474

TRAP assay was performed as described. CircVPRBP conjugated with MS2475

sequence, and MS2 coat protein conjugated with GST plasmids were overexpressed in476

CCa cells. circVPRBP binding proteins were enriched through GST pulldown assay,477

and detected by Western blot or mass spectrometry analysis.478

RNA pull down assay479

RNA pull-down was performed using a Magnetic RNA-Protein Pull-Down Kit480

(Cat# 20164, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Different truncated versions of circVPRBP481

were amplified with a T7 promoter. RNAwas transcribed in vitro by TranscriptAid T7482

High Yield Transcription Kit (Cat# K0441, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and then labeled483
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with biotin using RNA 3’ End Biotinylation Kit (Cat# 20160, Thermo Fisher484

Scientific) according to the manufactures’ instructions. 50 pmol of 3’-biotinylated485

transcribed RNA was incubated with streptavidin magnetic beads and then interacted486

with cell lysate. The retrieved protein was detected by western blotting. Antisense487

RNAs of circVPRBP were in vitro transcribed, biotinylated and used as a negative488

control.489

Co-Immunoprecipitation490

Immunoprecipitation (IP) of RACK1 were performed using mouse anti-human491

RACK1 antibody (1:500, Cat#sc-17754, Santa Cruz) at 4℃ overnight, followed by492

incubation with protein A/G magnetic beads (Cat#88802, Thermo Fisher Scientific)493

and washed with lysis buffer. Mouse IgG (1:100, Cat# 12-371, Millipore) was used as494

a negative control. The co-immunoprecipitated proteins were heated at 95℃ for 5 min,495

and then detected by western blotting using rabbit anti-OGT (1:1000, Cat# ab177941,496

Abcam), rabbit anti-O-linked N-Acetylglucosamine antibody [RL2] (1:1000, Cat#497

ab2739, Abcam), or rabbit anti-HA (1:1000, Cat# ab18181, Abcam).498

RNA immunoprecipitation (RIP)499

RIP assay was performed by Magna RIPTM RNA-binding protein500

immunoprecipitation kit (Millipore, USA). In brief, magnetic beads were incubated501

with mouse anti-RACK1 antibody or mouse IgG at room temperature for 30 min to502

obtain antibody-coated beads. And then nearly 1 × 107 CCa cells were lysed and503

incubated with antibody-coated on a rotator at 4 °C overnight. The beads were washed,504

and RNA was extracted from the complexes with RNAiso plus (TaKaRa, Japan) and505
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analyzed by RT-PCR.506

Animal experiments507

All of the animal procedures were approved by the Sun Yat-sen University Animal508

Care Committee. Female BALB/c nude mice (4-6weeks of age, 18-20 g) were509

purchased from the Experimental Animal Center of Sun Yat-sen University and raised510

under SPF conditions. In order to test the effect of circVPRBP on tumor growth in511

vivo, we injected stable transduced circVPRBP overexpression or control CCa cells512

into the shoulder of nude mice (1×107/500μl per mouse). Xenograft tumors were513

monitored every 6-7 days after injection. 30 days later, all mice were sacrificed and514

all tumors were removed for examining weight. For xenograft mouse lymph node515

metastatic model, the cells (3 × 106/50μl per mouse) were inoculated into the foot pad516

of mice. Lymphatic metastasis was monitored and imaged with a bioluminescence517

imaging system (PerkinElmer, IVIS Spectrum Imaging System) 4 weeks after the518

injections. The lymphatic metastasis were checked when the control tumors reached519

the same size as the experimental tumors, and then primary tumor and lymph nodes520

were removed, measured and embedded by paraffin for HE or IHC. The tumor and521

lymph node volumes were calculated using the following formula:522

Volume(mm3)=(length[mm])×(width[mm])2×0.52.523

Statistical Analysis524

SPSS 20.0 statistical software and Prism software (GraphPad Software version525

9.3.0) were used for statistical analysis. Unpaired Student t test was used to analyze526

the differences between 2 groups. One-way analysis of variance was applied to527
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evaluate the differences among multiple groups. Overall survival (OS) and disease-528

free survival curves were calculated with the Kaplan-Meier method and analyzed by529

log-rank test. Univariate and Multivariate Cox regression analyses were performed to530

evaluate independent prognostic factors of CCa. The χ2 test and Fisher’s exact test531

were used to test the relationship between CircVPRBP expression and the532

clinicopathological parameters. P-value < 0.05 was regarded as statistically533

significant.534
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Figure legends673

Figure 1. CircVPRBP expression is downregulated during CCa LN metastasis674

A The genomic locus of circVPRBP. The back splicing junction was identified by675

Sanger sequencing. B Relative expression of circVPRBP in CCa cell lines and a676

normal cervix cell line H8. C RT-qPCR analysis of circVPRBP expression in normal677

cervix tissues and CCa samples. D ISH analysis of circVPRBP in CCa primary678

tumors with or without LN metastasis. Original magnifification, × 200. E679

Representative images of tissue samples with lymphatic vessels in intratumoral (left680

panels) and peritumoral (right panels) areas of CCa with low or high expression of681

circVPRBP. The expression levels of circVPRBP were quantified by ISH, and682

lymphatic vessel density was quantified by immunohistochemistry using the anti-683

LYVE-1 antibody. Original magnifification, × 100. F The percentages of specimens684

with high or low levels of LYVE-1-positive lymphatic vessels in CCa with low or685

high expression of circVPRBP. G, H Kaplan-Meier analysis showed the negative686

correlation between circVPRBP expression levels and the overall survival (G) and687

disease-free survival (H) in our cohort. Each experiment was performed at least three688

times independently. ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001.689

Figure 2. CircVPRBP inhibits invasiveness of CCa cells in vitro690

A, B The schematic illustration of circVPRBP expression vector, and the expression691

levels of circVPRBP in SiHa and MS751 cells stably transfected with circVPRBP or692

corresponding negative control were detected by RT-qPCR. C, D Schematic of693

circRNA knockdown using RfxCas13d–BSJ-gRNA system. Three BSJ-gRNAs694
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targeting the BSJ site were designed for circVPRBP. The knockdown efficiency for695

each gRNA of circVPRBP was evaluated by RT-qPCR. BSJ, back splicing junction. E,696

F Invasion assays for SiHa and MS751 cells with circVPRBP overexpression or697

knockdown. Original magnifification, × 100. Each experiment was performed at least698

three times independently. **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001.699

Figure 3. CircVPRBP represses LN metastasis in vivo700

A The schematic illustration of in vivo nude mouse LN metastasis model of CCa. B701

CCa cells overexpressed or knockdown circVPRBP or control cells labeled with702

luciferase expression were injected into footpads of nude mice (n = 12).703

Representative bioluminescence of LNs metastasis were shown. C, D Representative704

images of popliteal LNs and inguinal LNs of indicated groups. E Histogram analysis705

showed the LNs volume as depicted in C and D. F Representative images of706

immunostaining of pan-cytokeratin of popliteal LNs and inguinal LNs. Original707

magnifification, × 100. G Quantification of the rate of LN metastasis in the indicated708

groups. **P < 0.01.709

Figure 4. CircVPRBP represses lymphangiogenesis in vitro and in vivo710

A, B Representative images of intratumoral and peritumoral lymphatic vessels stained711

with anti-LYVE-1 (A) and histogram quantification of LYVE-1 positive lymphatic712

vessels (B) in the indicated groups. Original magnifification, × 100. C Representative713

images (left panels) and quantifications (right panels) of tube formation by HLECs714

treated with conditioned medium collected from CCa cells with circVPRBP715

overexpression or knockdown. Each experiment was performed at least three times716
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independently. **P < 0.01.717

Figure 5. circVPRBP suppresses CCa tumorigenesis in vitro and in vivo718

A-D The proliferative abilities of SiHa and MS751 cells were measured by the CCK-719

8 assay after overexpression of circVPRBP and knockdown of circVPRBP. E-H720

Colony formation and EdU assays for CCa cells with circVPRBP overexpression or721

knockdown. Original magnifification, × 100. I-O Representative images and tumor722

growth curves and tumor weight of nude mouse of subcutaneous tumors in different723

treatment groups. Each experiment was performed at least three times independently.724

**P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001.725

Figure 6. CircVPRBP interacts with RACK1 to inhibit RACK1 protein726

expression727

A Diagram for TRAP assay. B Mass spectrometry identified RACK1 was pulled728

down from HeLa cells lysates by MS2-circVPRBP. C Western blots of RACK1 pulled729

down by circVPRBP in TRAP assay. D Binding of circVPRBP to RACK1 in SiHa730

and HeLa cells was detected by RIP assay. E Fluorescence colocalization assay731

showed that circVPRBP and RACK1 protein colocalize in the cytoplasm of SiHa cells.732

F The predicted secondary structure of circVPRBP using the RNAfold WebServer,733

based on the minimum free energy. Color scales indicated the confidence of734

predictions for each base, and the red shades demonstrated the predictions with strong735

confidence. G RNA pulldown assay showed RACK1 pulled down by biotin-labeled736

circVPRBP of different lengths. H Protein levels of RACK1 in indicated CCa cells. I737

Western blot analysis of the protein levels of pAKT, AKT, pFAK, FAK, Galectin-1 in738
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the indicated cells. J, K Galectin-1 mRNA expression levels in circVPRBP739

overexpression or knockdown cells. Each experiment was performed at least three740

times independently. ns, no significant; **P < 0.01.741

Figure 7. CircVPRBP destabilizes RACK1 by impeding a S122 O-GlcNAcylation742

site743

A, B Western blots showed the expression levels of RACK1 in circVPRBP744

overexpression or knockdown CCa cells with or without MG132 treatment. C745

RACK1 expression levels in circVPRBP overexpression or knockdown CCa cells746

with or without CHX treatment at indicated time points. D The effect of747

overexpressing circVPRBP on the levels of polyubiquitination of RACK1 in SiHa or748

MS751 cells. E, F Interaction between RACK1 and OGT/O-GlcNAcylation(RL2)749

modification was evaluated by co-IP assays in indicated CCa cells. G Western blot750

analysis of RACK1 levels in 293T cells with the indicated treatments. Each751

experiment was performed at least three times independently.752

Figure 8. CircVPRBP represses nodal metastasis of CCa in a RACK1-dependant753

manner754

A The schematic illustration of Tet-on induced RACK1 expression system (upper755

panel). Western blots analysis showed the RACK1 expression levels under indicated756

treatments (lower panel). B The workflow of the xenograft popliteal node metastasis757

model (upper panel). Representative images of popliteal LNs in different treatment758

groups (lower panel, n = 16). C The LNs volume were shown as the histogram759

analysis in different groups. D Representative images of immunostaining of pan-760
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cytokeratin of popliteal LNs. Original magnifification, × 100. E Quantification of the761

rate of LN metastasis in the indicated groups. F, G LYVE-1 positive vessels in the762

footpad tumors of indicated groups as indicated by immunohistochemistry (F) and763

histogram analysis (G). H, I Tube formation by HLECs treated with conditioned764

medium collected from SiHa and MS751 cells under different treatments. Each765

experiment was performed at least three times independently. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01;766

***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001.767

Figure 9. Blocking RACK1 degradation is crucial for tumor growth in CCa768

A-C Representative images, tumor growth curves and tumor weight of subcutaneous769

tumors in indicated groups. D-G colony formation and EdU assays are performed to770

evaluate the proliferation ability of indicated cells. Original magnifification, × 100. H,771

I Transwell assay indicated the altered invasion ability under different treatments (left772

panel) and quantification by the histogram (right panel). J Western blot analysis of the773

protein levels of Galectin-1, pFAK, FAK, pAKT, AKT, in circVPRBP overexpression774

or control CCa cells, following with or without Dox-induced RACK1 overexpression.775

K Expression of RACK1 was negatively associated with circVPRBP levels in CCa776

tissue. Two representative cases were shown. Each experiment was performed at least777

three times independently. **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001.778

Figure 10. A schematic diagram of the mechanism779

circVPRBP could bind to RACK1 and shield the S122 O-GlcNAcylation site to780

promote RACK1 degradation, resulting in inhibition of Galectin-1 mediated781

lymphangiogenesis and LN metastasis in CCa.782



Figures

Figure 1

CircVPRBP expression is downregulated during CCa LN metastasis

A The genomic locus of circVPRBP. The back splicing junction was identi�ed by

Sanger sequencing. B Relative expression of circVPRBP in CCa cell lines and a

normal cervix cell line H8. C RT-qPCR analysis of circVPRBP expression in normal

cervix tissues and CCa samples. D ISH analysis of circVPRBP in CCa primary

tumors with or without LN metastasis. Original magni��cation, × 200. E

Representative images of tissue samples with lymphatic vessels in intratumoral (left

panels) and peritumoral (right panels) areas of CCa with low or high expression of

circVPRBP. The expression levels of circVPRBP were quanti�ed by ISH, and

lymphatic vessel density was quanti�ed by immunohistochemistry using the anti-

LYVE-1 antibody. Original magni��cation, × 100. F The percentages of specimens

with high or low levels of LYVE-1-positive lymphatic vessels in CCa with low or

high expression of circVPRBP. G, H Kaplan-Meier analysis showed the negative

correlation between circVPRBP expression levels and the overall survival (G) and

disease-free survival (H) in our cohort. Each experiment was performed at least three

times independently. ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001.

Figure 2

CircVPRBP inhibits invasiveness of CCa cells in vitro

A, B The schematic illustration of circVPRBP expression vector, and the expression

levels of circVPRBP in SiHa and MS751 cells stably transfected with circVPRBP or



corresponding negative control were detected by RT-qPCR. C, D Schematic of

circRNA knockdown using RfxCas13d–BSJ-gRNA system. Three BSJ-gRNAs

targeting the BSJ site were designed for circVPRBP. The knockdown e�ciency for

each gRNA of circVPRBP was evaluated by RT-qPCR. BSJ, back splicing junction. E,

F Invasion assays for SiHa and MS751 cells with circVPRBP overexpression or

knockdown. Original magni��cation, × 100. Each experiment was performed at least

three times independently. **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001.

Figure 3

CircVPRBP represses LN metastasis in vivo

A The schematic illustration of in vivo nude mouse LN metastasis model of CCa. B

CCa cells overexpressed or knockdown circVPRBP or control cells labeled with

luciferase expression were injected into footpads of nude mice (n = 12).

Representative bioluminescence of LNs metastasis were shown. C, D Representative

images of popliteal LNs and inguinal LNs of indicated groups. E Histogram analysis

showed the LNs volume as depicted in C and D. F Representative images of

immunostaining of pan-cytokeratin of popliteal LNs and inguinal LNs. Original

magni��cation, × 100. G Quanti�cation of the rate of LN metastasis in the indicated

groups. **P < 0.01.

Figure 4

CircVPRBP represses lymphangiogenesis in vitro and in vivo

A, B Representative images of intratumoral and peritumoral lymphatic vessels stained



with anti-LYVE-1 (A) and histogram quanti�cation of LYVE-1 positive lymphatic

vessels (B) in the indicated groups. Original magni��cation, × 100. C Representative

images (left panels) and quanti�cations (right panels) of tube formation by HLECs

treated with conditioned medium collected from CCa cells with circVPRBP

overexpression or knockdown. Each experiment was performed at least three times

independently. 717 **P < 0.01.

Figure 5

circVPRBP suppresses CCa tumorigenesis in vitro and in vivo

A-D The proliferative abilities of SiHa and MS751 cells were measured by the CCK-

8 assay after overexpression of circVPRBP and knockdown of circVPRBP. E-H

Colony formation and EdU assays for CCa cells with circVPRBP overexpression or

knockdown. Original magni��cation, × 100. I-O Representative images and tumor

growth curves and tumor weight of nude mouse of subcutaneous tumors in different

treatment groups. Each experiment was performed at least three times independently.

**P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001.

Figure 6

CircVPRBP interacts with RACK1 to inhibit RACK1 protein

expression

A Diagram for TRAP assay. B Mass spectrometry identi�ed RACK1 was pulled

down from HeLa cells lysates by MS2-circVPRBP. CWestern blots of RACK1 pulled

down by circVPRBP in TRAP assay. D Binding of circVPRBP to RACK1 in SiHa



and HeLa cells was detected by RIP assay. E Fluorescence colocalization assay

showed that circVPRBP and RACK1 protein colocalize in the cytoplasm of SiHa cells.

F The predicted secondary structure of circVPRBP using the RNAfold WebServer,

based on the minimum free energy. Color scales indicated the con�dence of

predictions for each base, and the red shades demonstrated the predictions with strong

con�dence. G RNA pulldown assay showed RACK1 pulled down by biotin-labeled

circVPRBP of different lengths. H Protein levels of RACK1 in indicated CCa cells. I

Western blot analysis of the protein levels of pAKT, AKT, pFAK, FAK, Galectin-1 in

the indicated cells. J, K Galectin-1 mRNA expression levels in circVPRBP

overexpression or knockdown cells. Each experiment was performed at least three

times independently. ns, no signi�cant; **P < 0.01.

Figure 7

CircVPRBP destabilizes RACK1 by impeding a S122 O-GlcNAcylation

site

A, B Western blots showed the expression levels of RACK1 in circVPRBP

overexpression or knockdown CCa cells with or without MG132 treatment. C

RACK1 expression levels in circVPRBP overexpression or knockdown CCa cells

with or without CHX treatment at indicated time points. D The effect of

overexpressing circVPRBP on the levels of polyubiquitination of RACK1 in SiHa or

MS751 cells. E, F Interaction between RACK1 and OGT/O-GlcNAcylation(RL2)

modi�cation was evaluated by co-IP assays in indicated CCa cells. G Western blot

analysis of RACK1 levels in 293T cells with the indicated treatments. Each



experiment was performed at least three times independently.

Figure 8

CircVPRBP represses nodal metastasis of CCa in a RACK1-dependant

manner

A The schematic illustration of Tet-on induced RACK1 expression system (upper

panel). Western blots analysis showed the RACK1 expression levels under indicated

treatments (lower panel). B The work�ow of the xenograft popliteal node metastasis

model (upper panel). Representative images of popliteal LNs in different treatment

groups (lower panel, n = 16). C The LNs volume were shown as the histogram

analysis in different groups. D Representative images of immunostaining of pan

cytokeratin of popliteal LNs. Original magni��cation, × 100. E Quanti�cation of the

rate of LN metastasis in the indicated groups. F, G LYVE-1 positive vessels in the

footpad tumors of indicated groups as indicated by immunohistochemistry (F) and

histogram analysis (G). H, I Tube formation by HLECs treated with conditioned

medium collected from SiHa and MS751 cells under different treatments. Each

experiment was performed at least three times independently. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01;

***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001.

Figure 9

Blocking RACK1 degradation is crucial for tumor growth in CCa

A-C Representative images, tumor growth curves and tumor weight of subcutaneous

tumors in indicated groups. D-G colony formation and EdU assays are performed to

evaluate the proliferation ability of indicated cells. Original magni��cation, × 100. H,



I Transwell assay indicated the altered invasion ability under different treatments (left

panel) and quanti�cation by the histogram (right panel). J Western blot analysis of the

protein levels of Galectin-1, pFAK, FAK, pAKT, AKT, in circVPRBP overexpression

or control CCa cells, following with or without Dox-induced RACK1 overexpression.

K Expression of RACK1 was negatively associated with circVPRBP levels in CCa

tissue. Two representative cases were shown. Each experiment was performed at least

three times independently. **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001.

Figure 10

A schematic diagram of the mechanism

circVPRBP could bind to RACK1 and shield the S122 O-GlcNAcylation site to

promote RACK1 degradation, resulting in inhibition of Galectin-1 mediated

lymphangiogenesis and LN metastasis in CCa.
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